OMRON to Launch Succession of AI-Equipped Controllers from Fiscal Year
2017
New Delhi, May 01, 2017: OMRON Corporation (HQ: Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto. President and CEO:
Yoshihito Yamada) has announced its plan to successively incorporate artificial intelligence (AI)/
internet of things (IoT) technologies into its factory automation (FA) equipment up to 2020 in a bid
to offer solutions to the social issues facing many manufacturing businesses, such as the shortage of
skilled engineers and rise of labor costs.
By equipping FA equipment with optimal AI algorithms to replace the knowledge and intuition of
skilled engineers with AI, OMRON aims to realize the "manufacturing floors of the future" in which
"machines bring out human capabilities and creativity". OMRON is the only FA equipment
manufacturer in the world that has all of the necessary equipment for automating manufacturing
sites under one umbrella, including sensors and other input devices, motors and other output
devices, safety devices, and robots. So far, OMRON has constantly provided its customers with a
variety of benefits made possible by the world's cutting-edge information technology.
Such initiatives include renovation of programmable logic controller architecture into one that is
software-based and suitable for informatization, and proactive use of EtherCAT®, IO-Link, and
other open networks. Based on its many years of experience and knowhow in developing FA
equipment to help its customers to solve their manufacturing issues, OMRON believes that it is
important to implement optimal AI algorithms that are carefully selected for each piece of
equipment in order to replace the skills of experienced workers with AI on manufacturing floors.
At present, OMRON is conducting demonstrations at its own and customers' factories in the
Netherlands, China, and Japan to determine how different types of FA equipment can be equipped
with AI algorithms and how such equipment can be made IoT-capable.
Following its 2015 statement that it would make all of its 100,000 varieties of FA equipment IoTcapable, OMRON has begun releasing related equipment. Simultaneously it started acquiring
knowhow on AI-equipped mobile robots and other industrial robot types, as well as the world's
finest motion control technology, and offering such technologies globally. This April saw the

release of a temperature controller featuring AI, the first of its kind in the FA industry. By
integrating the world's most extensive FA equipment line with AI, IoT, robotics, and other state-ofthe-art technologies, OMRON is enhancing its products and technologies that help to solve issues on
manufacturing floors.
Going forward, in order to make IoT and AI technologies into handy tools on manufacturing floors,
OMRON plans to equip sensors, as well as machine automation controllers, with optimal AI
algorithms in order to complete its plan to make all of its FA equipment AI-/IoT-capable by 2020.
OMRON will remain committed to realizing manufacturing processes that "produce no defects and
do not stop". It will do so by using its original AI-equipped, IoT-capable, devices to monitor the
status of equipment and processes and assure product quality in its ongoing effort to resolve the
social issues that trouble manufacturing businesses, including the shortage of skilled engineers and
the rise of labor costs.

About OMRON Automation:
Headquartered in Kyoto, Japan, OMRON Corporation is a multi-billion-dollar, diversified company with
business units producing industrial automation products, electronic components, and healthcare
equipment and ticketing systems. OMRON Industrial Automation is a global leader providing complete
automation solutions for industrial applications. It brings innovation to manufacturing sites through
automation with "Integrated”, "intelligent" and "interactive" concepts with one of the world‟s most
sophisticated Input-Logic-Output-Robotics + Safety (ILOR+S) technology including the proprietary
sensing technology.
OMRON Automation – India, now more than two decades old in the country, caters to over 7 industrial
applications encompassing the wide requirements of packaging, automotive, material handling, solar,
food & beverages, textile and panel handling applications. In recent years the company has been
concentrating on the solution business which provides “One Stop” solutions, improving the overall
efficiency on diverse production sites. Focusing on the themes of quality, safety and the environment,
they support manufacturing innovation worldwide with their unique sensing & controlling
technologies. OMRON is rapidly expanding its operations with focus on major cities namely Mumbai,
Gurgaon, Bangalore, Pune, Ahmedabad and Chennai and making its presence felt across the country
with a strong network of offices, automation centre, training centres, sales & marketing force,
application teams, resident engineers, channel partners to address the ever challenging requirements
of the clients. A major factor in OMRON‟s progress globally & locally has been the strong commitment
towards its customers keeping „Quality First‟.
To learn more, please visit: www.omron-ap.co.in , www.omron.co.in
www.facebook.com/omron.in
www.twitter.com/omronindia
https://www.linkedin.com/company/omron-india
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